
department for the virtues of multiple and
pluralistic approaches to the study of pol-
itics. In this respect, many of us recall what
a generous mentor he was to his junior col-
leagues, regardless of the type of political
science in which they engaged. He encour-
aged each of us to think independently, to
formulate problems and methods we
thought important, and to develop our own
approaches with confidence. And he fol-
lowed through in annual faculty review,
promotion, and tenure meetings, in which
he explained and defended our achieve-
ments to senior colleagues.

Giacomo’s teaching contributions were
also very significant for departmental devel-
opment at both the graduate and under-
graduate levels. He was a core figure in the
graduate program, chairing the Graduate
Studies Committee, and teaching the basic
comparative methods and theory course
and newly developed courses on compara-
tive political parties and comparative vot-
ing behavior. To undergraduates, Giacomo
brought a voice of experience and realism
into courses on European politics.

Apart from his contributions while at
Ohio State to both scholarship and teach-
ing, Giacomo added another important
ingredient to the life of the department. He
was for a long time the only non-American
faculty member among many who were
raisedandeducatedintheMidwest.Hiscos-
mopolitan manner and European perspec-
tive broadened our intellectual horizons
and, indeed, our palates. Two of our now
senior colleagues, HerbWeisberg and Herb
Asher, fondly recall enjoying calamari for
the first time in Giacomo’s home on Erie
Road in the quiet old-fashioned suburb of
Clintonville just north of the Ohio State
campus. Bill Liddle remembers hours of
conversation accompanied by countless
after-dinner cups of strong coffee made in
Giacomo’s classic stovetop espresso pot. For
awhile, Bradley Richardson and Giacomo
engaged in real estate speculation (not nec-
essarily successfully) through the vehicle of
San-Rich enterprises. Herb Asher fondly
remembers heading out with Giacomo and
Bradley on Saturday mornings to the
Huddle for the breakfast special—two eggs
over easy, hash browns, sausage, toast, cof-
fee, and great conversation. All of these fond
memories speak to how another former col-
league, John Champlin, described Giacomo:
“He had the gift of friendship and gave it
with both hands.”

In 1988, Giacomo began splitting his
time between Ohio State and the Univer-

sity of Pavia. He continued to teach at Ohio
State for part of each academic year, but
then resigned his position in the autumn
of 1991 after making important contribu-
tions to our collective enterprise in
research, teaching, and service for more
than two decades. He became an emeritus
professor at Ohio State in 1992. When Gia-
como departed Columbus, he left behind
many good friends, and he was sorely
missed.

Richard Gunther
Ohio State University

R. William Liddle
Ohio State University

Goldie Shabad
Ohio State University

JULIUS SMULKSTYS

Julius Smulkstys was born in Kaunas, Lith-
uania, in 1930 and came to the United
States with his parents as a refugee in 1949.
He grew up in Chicago. He received his BA
and MA degrees in political science from
the University of Illinois, Champaign/
Urbana, and completed his Ph.D. at Indi-
ana University–Bloomington in 1963.

Julius started teaching at what was then
known as the Indiana University Center in
1959. He was the founder of the department
of political science, first on the IU Fort
Wayne campus and then at the Indiana
University–Purdue University Fort Wayne
campus. He served as chair until 1978.

Julius also served as Dean of the School
of Arts and Letters from 1981 to 1988 and
then as Acting Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences from 1988 to 1989. He retired
in 1995 at the rank of associate professor
of political science/emeritus.

Julius was committed to faculty gover-
nance and spent much time setting up not
only the department of political science,
but also the emerging university in Fort
Wayne that eventually combined the ser-
vices offered by Indiana University and
Purdue University in northeast Indiana.

Julius’ main academic contribution was
his book on Karl Marx, published in New
York byTwayne Publishers (World Authors
Series) in 1974. He also wrote on Lithua-
nian politics. His teaching focus was Marx-
ist theory, totalitarian systems, and East
European politics.

His love for his homeland never abated.
Following the end of the Cold War, he
became active in the democratization and
liberalization of Lithuania. Following his

retirement, Julius spent a lot of time in Lith-
uania. In 1998, he became advisor to Lith-
uanian PresidentValdas Adamkus. He was
presidential liaison on Lithuanian-Jewish
relations. He also served on the Inter-
national Commission for the Evaluation of
Crimes of the Nazi and the Russian Occu-
pation Regimes in Lithuania. For his ser-
vices, in February of 2010, he was awarded
the highest civilian recognition offered by
the Lithuanian government, that of the
Cross of the Commander of the Order of the
Lithuanian Grand Duke Gediminas.

Survivors include his wife, Isabel;
daughter, Inga Smulkstys and her hus-
band, Christopher Klose, of Washington,
DC; a son, Linas Smulkstys, and his wife,
Katie Smulkstys, of Chicago; grandchil-
dren Noah and Lina Klose; and his brother,
Liudas Smulkstys of Lemont, Illinois.

Van Coufoudakis
Indiana University

Purdue University Fort Wayne

ROBERT C. TUCKER

Robert C. Tucker died on July 29, 2010, at
the age of 92. He was an outstanding
teacher and mentor at Indiana University
from 1958 to 1961, and from 1962 to 1984
at Princeton University. He had a special
gift for encouraging and assisting former
graduate students, whom he viewed as col-
leagues and friends. His generosity and gra-
ciousness were much appreciated by the
present writer and many others.

Bob Tucker was an exceptionally
insightful and multifaceted Sovietologist.
His viewpoints were shaped by nine years
(1944–53) of diplomatic and translation
work in wartime and postwar Russia
(including persistent efforts to bring his
Russian wife to the United States), by wide-
ranging interdisciplinary interests in the
social sciences and humanities (notably
psychology, sociology, history, and philos-
ophy), and by pioneering efforts to benefit
from and contribute to comparative polit-
ical studies (especially theories of leader-
ship and culture).

Tucker’s Harvard University doctoral
dissertation was in philosophy and chal-
lenged the dominant interpretations of
Soviet and Western theorists. He linked the
ideas of the young and mature Marx and
emphasized their “moralist,” “ethical,” and
“religious” rather than political, economic,
and social “essence.” Hs revised disserta-
tion was published as Philosophy and Myth
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in Karl Marx and followed by The Marxian
Revolutionary Idea, The Marx-Engels Reader,
and The Lenin Anthology. Moreover,Tucker
was profoundly influenced by psychoana-
lytical theories of neurosis, paranoia, and
self-idealization. He recognized such traits
in Stalin and hypothesized that “psycho-
logical needs,” “psychopathological ten-
dencies,” and “politicized psychodynamics”
were not only core elements of Stalin’s “rul-
ing personality,” but also of Stalinism as a
“system of rule” and Stalinization as the
process of establishing that rule.

Tucker affirmed that change in Soviet
political leadership was even more impor-
tant than continuity in Russian political
culture. He emphasized that Lenin, Stalin,
Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Gorbachev, and
Yeltsin had very different personalities and
mentalities. Also, Tucker contended that
perceived options and portentous choices
were greatly influenced by the diverse psy-
chological traits of the top Soviet leaders,
who periodically altered policymaking and
implementation rules as well as domestic
and foreign policies. And he argued that
systemic changes came in the mid-1930s,
when Lenin’s one-party dictatorship was
transformed into Stalin’s one-man dicta-
torship, and in the mid-1950s, when
oligarchic one-party rule filled the power
vacuum created by the dictator’s death.

Tucker summarized his views on Sta-
linism as follows:

I hold that Stalinism must be recognized
as an historically distinct and specific
phenomenon which did not flow directly
from Leninism, although Leninism was an
important contributory factor. . . . Stalin-
ism, despite conservative, reactionary, or
counterrevolutionary elements in its
makeup, was a revolutionary phenomenon
in essence; . . .notable among the causal
factors explaining why the Stalinist revolu-
tion occurred, or why it took the form it
did, are the heritage of Bolshevik revolu-
tionism, the heritage of old Russia, and the
mind and personality of Stalin.

Tucker and coauthors developed this
thesis from various comparative, theoreti-
cal, and disciplinary perspectives in Stalin-
ism: Essays in Historical Interpretation.

Tucker rejected the view that Stalinism
was an “unavoidable,” “inevitable,” or “nec-
essary” product of Leninism. Acknowledg-
ing that “nonrevolutionary” political and
economic development was a possibility,
he affirmed that social engineering and
state building were probabilities. He high-

lighted the similarities between tsarist and
Stalinist nationalism and patrimonialism,
as well as the warlike brutality of the “rev-
olution from above” in the 1930s. Espe-
cially important were Stalin’s voracious
appetite for personal, political, and national
power and his relentless quest for per-
sonal, political, and national security. These
themes were developed and documented
at length in Tucker’s magnum opus, Stalin
as Revolutionary and Stalin in Power, two
published volumes in an unfinished three-
volume biography, and in other important
works on Stalin, such as The Great Purge
Trial, introduced by Tucker and coedited
and notated with Stephen F. Cohen.

When Stalin died in 1953, Tucker expe-
rienced “intense elation” for personal and
political reasons. His wife Evgenia was
soon granted a visa to the United States
(and his mother-in-law joined them a half-
decade later after a face-to-face request to
Khrushchev). And Tucker saw a gradually,
albeit fitfully, liberalizing Soviet polity,
economy, and society and improving
Soviet-American relations (with the possi-
bility of significantly less domestic repres-
sion and international aggression).

For Tucker, Stalin’s demise posed the
question “What shall take the place of Sta-
linism as a mode of rule and pattern of pol-
icy and ideas?” The central issues in Soviet
politics were the “desirability, forms, lim-
its, and tempo” of de-Stalinization.

As Tucker detailed in The Soviet Politi-
cal Mind and Political Culture and Leader-
ship in Soviet Russia, Stalin’s successors did
not consensually craft a post-Stalinist
political system. A new system emerged
as the byproduct of struggle over power
and policy among reformist and conserva-
tive party and state leaders, whose fac-
tions and coalitions increasingly sought
the support of subnational party and state
officials. Foreswearing the use of violence
to resolve intraparty disputes and
outmaneuvering rivals in bureaucratic
infighting, Khrushchev revitalized the
party and reasserted its leading role vis-à-
vis the state bureaucracies. For his alleged
domestic and international “hare-brained
schemes,” which included the Cuban mis-
sile crisis, Khrushchev was deposed by
Brezhnev’s “collective leadership,” whose
costly and prolonged military buildup
helped to produce (in Tucker’s apt words)
“a swollen state” and “a spent society.”
Gorbachev made glasnost, perestroika, and
democratization the cornerstones of a rev-
olutionary ideology, which sparked a divi-

sive public debate about the political
content and policy implications of these
concepts. More revolutionary, in the late
1980s, Gorbachev discarded the “Brezh-
nev doctrine,” withdrawing Soviet troops
from Afghanistan and allowing East Euro-
pean countries in the Soviet bloc to choose
their own types of political system. And,
most revolutionary, from late 1990 to late
1991, Gorbachev unintentionally and
Yeltsin intentionally spurred the disinte-
gration of the Soviet Union, enabling the
15 union republics to develop their own
types of nation-state.

The rivalry between Gorbachev and
Yeltsin unequivocally confirmed Tucker’s
viewpoint that the personalities and men-
talities of top Soviet leaders could clash
viscerally and vindictively. And Tucker had
long insisted that intraparty conflict was
a catalyst of change in Soviet policymak-
ing procedures and substantive policies.
He observed in 1957: “Probably the most
important single failing of Soviet studies
in the West has been a general tendency
to take pretty much at face value the Com-
munist pretension to a ‘monolithic’ sys-
tem of politics. . . . Not monolithic unity
but the fiction of it prevails in Soviet pol-
itics. The ruling party has rarely if ever
been the disciplined phalanx pictured by
its image-makers.”

Spotlighting an important element of
cultural continuity, Tucker coined the con-
cept of “dual Russia.” This concept focuses
attention on the attitudinal and psycholog-
ical rift between the Russian state and soci-
ety and on the “we-they” mentality of
Russia’s coercive elites and coerced masses.
The masses view “autocratic state power as
an alien power in the Russian land.The rela-
tionbetweenthestateandthesocietyisseen
as one between conqueror and conquered.”
Tucker stressed the importance of such leg-
acies from the tsars Ivan the Terrible and
Peter the Great. And he also stressed that
Alexander II’s “great reforms” spawned the
Russian revolutionary movement, espe-
cially the ends-justify-the-means calcula-
tions and organizational structures of the
movement’s militant and conspiratorial
wings. Indeed, perceptions and evaluations
of “dual Russia” seem to have greatly influ-
encedthethinkingandbehavioroftsarsand
commissars, revolutionaries and bureau-
crats, and ordinary citizens of Russian, as
well as of nonethnic Russian ethnicity.

Tucker used the concept of “dual Rus-
sia” to elucidate a very important compo-
nent of de-Stalinization:
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The [Khrushchev] regime, it would appear,
looks to a rise in the material standard of
consumption as a means of reconciling the
Russian people to unfreedom in perpetuity.
But it is doubtful that a policy of reform
operating within these narrow limits can
repair the rupture between the state and
society that is reflected in the revival of the
image of a dual Russia. A moral renovation
of the national life, a fundamental reorder-
ing of relations, a process of genuine ‘un-
binding,’ or, in other words, an alternation
in the nature of the system, would be
needed.

Tucker distinguished between “ideal”
and “real” culture and found these con-
cepts especially useful during periods of
transition from one type of political sys-
tem to another. In 1987, he stated, “The
pattern of thinking one thing in private and
being conformist in public will not vanish
or radically change simply because glas-
nost has come into currency as a watchword
of policy. Changing the pattern will take
time and effort and, above all, some risk-
taking openness in action by citizens who
speak up . . . [and] forsake the pattern of
pretence which for so long has governed
public life in their country.”

And in 1993, Tucker elaborated,

Although communism as a belief system,
meaning a set of ideal culture patterns,
norms, ideals, or values, is dying out [in
post-Soviet Russia], very many of the real
culture patterns of the Soviet period, in-
cluding that very “bureaucratism” that
made a comeback after the revolutionary
break in 1917, are still tenaciously holding
on. Now it becomes possible for the stu-
dent of post-Communist politics to go at
the study of it with an awareness that the
historical background of the present period
is of great importance and continuing
relevance.

Tucker also coined the concept of “the
revolutionary mass-movement regime
under single-party auspices,” which he
viewed as a general type of authoritarian
regime with communist, fascist, and
nationalist variants. Tucker’s purpose was
to stimulate both cross-national and cross-
temporal comparisons of authoritarian
political systems and social movements. He
hypothesized that Soviet Russian history
is “one of different movements and of dif-
ferent Soviet regimes within a framework
of continuity of organizational forms and
official nomenclature.”

Noteworthy is the mixture of continu-
ity and change in Tucker’s analysis and
the emphasis he placed on the top leader’s
mental health. The psychological or psy-
chopathological needs and wants of a
movement-regime’s leader are “the driv-
ing force of the political mechanism,” and
the movement-regime is “a highly compli-
cated instrumentality” for expressing the
leader’s primal emotions in political behav-
ior. Stalin’s self-glorification, lust for
power, megalomania, paranoia, and cru-
elty are viewed as integral components of
Stalinist official ideology, “dictatorial deci-
sionmaking,” domestic and foreign poli-
cies, policy implementation, and state
penetration of society. And Tucker was not
content with description and documenta-
tion of Stalin’s motives and beliefs; he
sought to explain their psychological ori-
gins, interactive development, and tangi-
ble consequences for Stalin individually
and for Stalinist rule.

Tucker’s focus on the diverse mindsets
and skill sets of Soviet leaders supported
his early critique of the totalitarian model,
which he faulted for paying insufficient
attention to the institutionalized idiosyn-
crasies and impulses of autocrats and
oligarchs. Also, Tucker criticized the total-
itarian model for downplaying the con-
flicts and cleavages, inefficiencies and
incompatibilities, and “departmentalism”
and “localism” in purportedly “monolithic”
and “monopolistic” regimes. He under-
scored that an autocrat’s top lieutenants
often were bitter rivals, rank-and-file party
officials often withheld negative informa-
tion from their superiors, and “family
groups” or “clans” often resisted state con-
trols in informal and ingenious ways.

Having lived and worked in Stalin’s
Russia for nine years, Tucker had a rich
experiential and empathic understanding
of Soviet everyday life, which included ter-
ror, deportation, deprivation, bureaucracy,
and a cult of devotion to a despotic leader.
Tucker could feel as well as analyze the sim-
ilarities and differences between the reali-
ties and ideals of Soviet totalitarianism.
And, noting that the totalitarian model was
the dominant cross-national component of
Sovietology, Tucker called for more and
better comparative analysis of Soviet pol-
itics and for mutually beneficial ties with
mainstream political science. In short, he
rejected the “theoretical isolationism” of
Sovietology and its widely held presuppo-
sition that Soviet politics was “a unique
subject matter.”

Tucker practiced what he preached. Not
only did he compare Soviet and tsarist Rus-
sian political leaders, but he compared var-
ious types of political leadership in various
contexts. In Politics as Leadership, he argued
that leadership is “the essence of politics.”
He surveyed “the process of political lead-
ership,” “leadership through social move-
ments,” and “leadership and the human
situation.” He elaborated on the sociopsy-
chological maxim that “situations defined
as real are real in their consequences.” He
analyzed the diagnostic, prescriptive, and
mobilizing functions of leadership. And he
underscored that a leader’s definition of a
situation could be self-fulfilling and must
be communicated effectively to different
audiences:

The political process is influenced by many
a material factor, but it has its prime locus
in the mind. Not only is it a mental process
when leaders learn about and analyze the
causes of circumstances that have arisen,
when they interpret the circumstances’
meaning in relation to various concerns,
when they define the problem situation for
their political communities and decide on
what seems the proper prescription for
collective action. Mental processes are also
pivotally involved—now in the minds of
followers or potential followers—when
leadership appeals for positive response to
its policy prescription.

In sum, Bob Tucker was a leading
scholar and educator. He led by personal
example—his values and character—and by
professional example—his creativity and
productivity. He addressed issues of fun-
damental importance to the social sciences
and humanities. He pioneered linkages
between political science and Russian stud-
ies. He buttressed independent-minded
and open-minded viewpoints with cogent
reasoning, clear writing, illuminating cases,
and fresh evidence. He lectured and tutored
enthusiastically and welcomed construc-
tive dialogue. He expanded students’
and colleagues’ academic interests and
enhanced their analytical capabilities.
Thus, his exemplary research, teaching,
and mentoring merit high praise and deep
gratitude.

Erik P. Hoffmann
State University of New York at Albany

Robert C. Tucker died at home in Prince-
ton, New Jersey, on July 29, 2010, at age 92.
He is survived by his wife, Evgenia Pes-
tretsova; their daughter Elizabeth “Liza”
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Tucker of South Pasadena, CA; a sister; and
two grandchildren. He is survived as well
by a host of grateful students and col-
leagues that include his son-in-law Robert
D. English, an associate professor at the
School of International Relations, Univer-
sity of Southern California.

Other obituaries have focused on
Tucker’s work in the American Embassy in
Moscow during Stalin’s later years and his
two most important books on Stalin. Here,
I wish to draw attention to other important
aspects of his scholarly and pedagogical
contributions to the field of communism
studies, the discipline of political science,
and the interrelationship between them.

What younger generations of compar-
ativists in political science may not know
is that Bob Tucker was at the forefront of
efforts to bring the comparative study of
communist systems into the discipline
of political science and the field of compar-
ative politics. In 1969, he assumed the
chairmanship of the Planning Group on
Comparative Communist Studies spon-
sored by the American Council of Learned
Societies under a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation. During his six-year tenure as
chair, the Planning Group convened a
number of international conferences that
shed new light on the similarities and dif-
ferences among communist regimes. The
proceedings of these conferences were
reported to the profession through the pub-
lication of several conference volumes.
Tucker’s tenure as chair also saw the expan-
sion of the Planning Group’s Newsletter on
Comparative Studies of Communism, which
presented shorter discussion pieces on the
subject of its masthead.

The intellectual tone for much of the
work of the Planning Group underTucker’s
leadership was set by his paper “Culture,
Political Culture, and Soviet Studies,” writ-
ten for a 1971 conference on Communist
Political Culture convened at Arden House
in Harriman, NewYork. Subsequently pub-
lished in Political Science Quarterly (1973)
and as the opening chapter in his book Polit-
ical Culture and Leadership in Soviet Russia
(1987), that paper set forth the hypothesis
that “if Communism in practice tends to be
an amalgam of an innovated cultural sys-
tem [Marxism] and elements of a national
cultural ethos, then divergences of national
cultural ethos will be one of the factors mak-
ing for developmental diversity and cul-
tural tension between different [Marxist]
movements.” Subsequent conferences of
the Planning Group explored the extent of

thosedivergencesanddevelopmentaldiver-
sities, including a third element in the amal-
gam that he had overlooked—components
of imported foreign culture, including
technology—but to which he was quite
receptive.

Although perhaps best known for his
seminal troika on Joseph Stalin (the third
volume of which remained unfinished at
the time of his death), the corpus of
Tucker’s scholarly work was significant,
among other reasons, for moving commu-
nism studies and particularly Soviet stud-
ies away from narrow area studies and
helping place them within the parameters
of political science and the social sciences.
His desire to move Soviet studies in that
direction can be found in one of his earli-
est works, on the first page of an article
entitled “Towards a Comparative Politics
of Movement Regimes,” published in the
American Political Science Review in 1961.
This article was reprinted in an important
collection of Tucker’s early essays—The
Soviet Political Mind (1963; rev. ed. 1971)—
that included such important essays as
“The Image of Dual Russia,” a classic piece
that is still assigned by many of us at the
beginning of our graduate and undergrad-
uate courses on Soviet and Russian Politics.

Tucker’s highly regarded work on Sta-
lin drew on the theories of psychologist
Karen Horney, providing us with insights
into the feared (and still revered by some in
Russia) Soviet leader and demonstrating
the significance of psychology theories for
understanding political leadership. Rather
than merely describing Stalin’s cruelty,
paranoia, and mental quirks, Tucker was
more concerned with explaining Stalin’s
psychological make-up—and that’s where
Horney’s theories proved invaluable to him.
He found in Horney’s work the study of
“neurotic character structure” that included
such attributes as the “search for glory” and
a “need for vindictive triumph.” It was Hor-
ney’s1950bookNeurosis and Human Growth
that particularly inspired him while serv-
ing as a member of the American embassy
in Moscow at the time. A half century later,
he was quite candid in acknowledging the
role of that work in the development of his
own thinking: “Instead of dealing in such
abstract categories from a book of psychol-
ogy, I was now using that book as guidance
in a biographer’s effort to portray his sub-
ject as an individual.”

Notwithstanding his “intellectual fas-
cination with [Horney’s] unusual hypoth-
esis,” Tucker in the end confessed that his

biography of Stalin “never became—
fortunately—the political-science tract that
it started out to be” (emphasis added). He
was quick to add, however, that “neither
did it become a conventional biography of
a historically influential person.” While
this may indicate growing frustration at his
own attempts to marry Soviet studies and
the social sciences, he nevertheless
remained sympathetic to and supportive
of such attempts by his own students and
colleagues.

Tucker’s interest in political leadership
was by no means confined to Joseph Stalin.
Indeed, he addressed the subject of politi-
cal leadership in a much broader context in
his1981book Politics as Leadership, inwhich
he viewed politics as leadership rather than
as power. Such an approach, he argued, was
more useful to students of society, since it
was more comprehensive and could open up
more areas to political analysis than could
the more orthodox view of politics as power.
In his preface to the 1995 revised edition of
the book, Tucker restated two fundamen-
tal propositions that had guided his inqui-
ries into political leadership: (1) “political
leadership often makes a crucial difference
in the lives of states and other human com-
munities”and(2)“leadership—althoughthe
term itself has a positive resonance—can be
a malignant force in human affairs as well
as a force for good.” His collected works
clearly demonstrated the veracity of both
propositions.

As a member of the political science fac-
ulties at Indiana University (1958–61) and
Princeton University (1962–84), Tucker
inspired new generations in Soviet studies
whose works have enriched our under-
standing of politics in the USSR and Rus-
sia. It was my good fortune to have studied
with him at Indiana University before he
moved to Princeton, and to have worked
with him on a number of projects, includ-
ing some of those discussed previously.

A gathering of many of Bob’s students
and colleagues, his Norton editor, and
Ambassador George F. Kennan saluted him
at a 1988 Princeton conference and ban-
quet in his honor on the occasion of his
seventieth birthday.

Bob Tucker was a seminal scholar and
revered mentor. His inspiration and
achievements will live on in his students,
their students, and their students.

Frederic J. Fleron, Jr.
The University at Buffalo, SUNY,

and Westfield State University (MA)
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